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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
I. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
J 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- t Unit Abbrevia-tion ~ , tion 
" Length ______ l ~ roeter ______ ____________ ro foot (or roile) _________ ft (or roi) TiIne _____ ___ t second _____ ____________ s second (or hour) _______ " sec (or hr) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilograro _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ Ib 
" Power __ _____ P horsepower (roetric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hour ______ kph roiles per hour ________ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ________ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=~.80665 mLs2 
or 32.1740 ftLsec2 
Mass=W g 
Moment of inertia=mk'. (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
II Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) . 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-'-sll at 15" C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord hi 
Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~P V' 
Lift, absolute coefficient 01;=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= tJ.~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt= ~ 
Pa.rasite drag, absolute coefficient ODll= ~s 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= IJ.~ 
Q 
n 
R 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where I is a linear dimen-
fJ. 
sion (e.g., for an aili5il of 1.0 ft chord, 100 mph, 
standard pressure at 15° 0, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 935,400; or for an airfoil 
of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corresponding 
Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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INVESTIGATION WITH AN INTERFEROMETER OF THE TURBULENT 
MIXING OF A FREE SUPERSONIC JET 
By PA U L B. GOODERUM, GEORGE P. WOOD, 
and M AURICE J. BREVOORT 
SU MMARY 
The jree turbulent mixing oj Cb uper onic jet oj Mach number 
1.6 ha been experimentally inve tigated. An interjerometer, 
oj which a description is given, wa u ed jor the investigation. 
Density and velocity distributions thTough the mixing zone 
have been obtained. It was jound that there wa similarity 
in distribution at the cro section investigated and that, in 
the subsonic pOTtion oj the mixing zone, the velocity dist?'ibu-
tion fitted the theoTetical distribution JOT incompTes ible fl ow. 
It was jound that the Tate oj pread oj the mixing zone both 
into the jet and into the ambient ail' were les than those oj 
sub onic j ets. 
I TROD TION 
Considerable work, both theoretical and experimenLal , 
ha been don in the pa t on free jets. 110 t of the theoret-
ical work has been ba ed on Prandtl's concept of the "mixing 
length." Tollmien (reference 1) and Gortler (reference 2) 
treated the tmbulent mixing of incompre ible j t. Abram-
ovi h (reference 3) published a theory of the free ub onic 
jet in which e£fe ts of compr s i bility were included. Ex-
perimental r sults on velocity distribution in the mixing 
region and rate of spread of the mixing r egion both into the 
jet and into the sUlTounding air have been publi hed by 
various investigators (refer ence 4 to ) . Mo t of the 
cxperimental work ha dealt with con tant-density case; 
that i , the den ity of the jet wa the ame a that of thc 
ambicnt air with which it mixed, and the vclocity of thc 
jet wa quite mall. This r eport prc ents rc nIt of an 
cxper imental investigation of the mL'Cing of a upersonie 
jet. In thi jet the Mach number wa 1.6 an I the den ity 
was about one and one-half t imes the den ity of the ambient 
au·. :'.Iea mements were made with an interferometer of 
the density variation aero the mixing zone in the region 
near the nozzle. From the density variation the velocity 
variations have been calculated. A full de crip tion of the 
interferometer i given, together with d i cussion of the 
technique of adj listing the interferometer , the theory of fringe 
formation, and the method of evaluating interferogram . 
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tatic temperaLure of air 
stagnation temperature of air 
velocity of air 
veloci ty of air in free trram 
velocity of light 
velocity of light in yacuum 
velocity of light in air of den ity p' 
oordinaLe 
recardati 11 of ligh t beam that causes fringe 
hift 1r 
coordinate 
fring hift 
001' linate 
wavel ngth of light 
wavelength of lio-ht in ,'acuum 
wavelength of light in air of den i ty p' 
den ity of air 
cale factor determined by comparing experi-
mental and theoretical wloeity eli tribution 
angl of in iden e of light ray 
APPARAT S 
JET 
The open jet i operated by the air from a SOO-cubic-foot 
torage tank in which th e initial pre m e i about] 0 pound 
per square inch and from ",hi h a pipe lead to a uper onie 
nozzle. Th exi t end of the nozzle j op n to Lhe atmo -
pher e. In Lhe pipe that run from the tank 1,0 tbe nozzle 
is a hand-operated gate valve, an air-operated quick-
open ing valve, and a pre ure regula Lor. The PUJ·po e of 
the pre me regulator i to reduce the pre sure of the air 
going into the nozzle to a yalu tha twill re ult in the pre sure 
of the air, a it leave the nozzle, beino- atmo pheric. The 
re ult i that no trong. hock wave or expan ion waves 
origjnate at th rim of the nozzle to adju t the jet pr sure 
to a tmo pheric. 
Th 1'e lilt reported herein were obtained with a nozzle 
that gave a Mach number of 1.6. The nozzle II·as of the 
two-clirnen ional type and was consLructed of sLeel. It 
1 
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had an cxit open ing of 3 by 3 mche. The coordinate 
of the nozzle block we're calculated by tbe method of charac-
teristics. 0 allowance was made for the thickne s of tbe 
boundary layer , and tbe nozzle O'ave the 'Mach number for 
which it was designed. A photograph of similar nozzles 
is shown as figme 1, Logether with the ection for the tran-
sition from a 6-inch circular pipe to the rectangular entrance 
to the nozzle. 
I NTE RFE R OMETE R 
Introduction.- The Mach-Zehnder type of interferometer 
was originated by L. 11ach and Zehnd er for u e in studying 
phenomena of gas dynamics. The instrument is usefu l in 
the study of ga -flow problem becau e it gives an instan-
taneous record from Iyhich can be calculated the variation 
of gas density throughout a flow field. It is particularly 
applicable to the study of high-speed gas flows, because, by 
u ing light waves, it makes unn ce sary the insertion into 
the now of probe or other mea ming instrumen t that would 
disLurb Lhe flow. The interferometer gives quantitative 
results in which a rather high degree of accuracy can be 
obtained. It has a ufficient range of sensitivity to measme 
both mall density changes, as in a weak Prandtl-NIeyer 
expansion, and large density changes, a ac1'O s a strong 
shock wave. 
The interferometer was used, but not intensively, by 
Mach and Zehnder. It wa applied to the tuclyof ub onie 
aerodynamics by Zobel (r efer ence 9). inee then i t ha 
been applied by Ladenburg and his coworkers to the tuny 
of phenomena in uper onic flow (r eference 10). 
The basic arrangement of the 1ach-Zehnder interfel'-
ometer is shown in figure 2. Light from a somce 8 is made 
into a beam of parallel ray by a collimating len system L I • 
Th,i beam falls on the splitter plate 8 1 where i t i plit into 
two beams. P art of th e original b eam of light i reflected 
by the plitter plate 8 1 and parL i transmitted by it . The 
part thaL is transmi.tted goes to the mirror MI where it is 
reflected onto the plit ter plate 8 2• A portion of the beam 
is transmitted by 2 and is not u ed. The other por tion is 
rcflc lcd by 2, pa se Lhrough the len L 2 , and falls on a 
scrce'n 01' a phoLographic plate P. 
FIGURE I.-Supersonic nozzles. 
The light that wa reflected by 8 1 li.kewi e goe to a totally 
r eflecting mirror ]1/[2 from will·h it is reflected onto the 
plitter plate 8 2 , At 8 2 a part of thc beam is r eflected and 
is not u cd, and the remainder is transmitted, pa e through 
the lens L 2 , and falls on the screen or the photographic 
plate P. This arrangement fulfill one of the necessary 
condition for the interference of the wave in two beams of 
light; that is, that the two beams originate in the sam light 
so urce. From a practical standpoin t the arrangement al 0 
permits the condition to be met that Lhe two beam be widely 
enough separated in pace that the distUl'bance to be tudied 
can be introduced into one of the beam without disturbing 
the other. The distUl'bance, or the "test ection," can, of 
course, be located anywhere in either of the two beams. In 
Lhe apparatu described in this report, the test ection wa 
ituated midway between the mirror M2 and tho plitter 
plate 8 2 • 
Theory of ideal fringe fo rmation .- The two beam of 
ligh t that reach the photographic plate P appeal' to come 
from separate source that are sit uated omewhere to the 
left of the minor ]';12, By propel' orientation of the two 
splitter plate and the two mirror , the two beams of ligh t 
can be made to appeal' to cro s each oLher, as i hown in 
figure 3. If, for the moment, it is a sum cd that each beam 
is compo cd of t rictly parallel and monochromatic rays, 
then the wave front can be represented by equally paced 
straigh t lines perpendicular to the direction of propagation, 
as i also shown in figUl'e 3. H ere he traight line represent 
the crest of the waves. 11idway between two ucce ive 
cre ts ar the trough of the wave. Where two line in-
ter ect, two crest occupy the arne po ition in pace, r einforce 
each other, and cau e an increase in the amplitude of vibra-
tion and an increa e in the inten ity of the light. Where a line 
intersect a point that i midway beLween two adjacent lines 
of the other beam, a re t and a trough interfere destructively, 
a that a decrease in the amplitude of motion and a decrea e 
in the intensity of the light l'e ult. The plate P will there-
fore be cro ed by parallel, horizonLal (in thi ca c) lines of 
alternately weak and sLrong inten ity. cEhese line are the 
interference fringes. 'Ehey can b oriented in any direction 
by propel' rotat ion of t he two pliLLer plate and the two 
mirrors abou t two axe : one in It plane parallel Lo thaL of 
lhe paper and one perpendicular to the plane of t,he paper. 
FI GURE 2.- Basie arrangement of Mach-Zehnder interferomeLcr. 
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If now a disturbance i produced in the air that i in the 
te t ection and thi di turbance change the peed of the 
light in the heam that actuaJly traverses the te t section, 
then the wave front in that beam will be advanced or re-
tarded, and the posi tion of the fringes will be shifted down 
OJ.' up. From the shift in the fringes the av rage peed of 
the Iiaht and, from that, the average density of the air can 
be calculated. The only ga -£low ca e for \ hich the den-
ity field can be evaluated are the one-dimen ional ca e of 
uniform den ity throughout the field , the two-dimen ional 
case of uniform densitie along lines (or planes) that lie 
parallel to the light-beam direction of propa ation, and the 
three-dimen ional case of axially symmetric den ities, uch 
a the flow field abou t bodie of revolution at zero angle 
of attack. 
Theory of practical fringe formation. - 0 far it has been 
a umed that the light j trictly monoclu'omatic and is a 
beam of parallel ray. But parallel light can be obtained 
only from a truly point ource. Becau e in practice neither 
monochromatic light nor a point ource i used (with avail-
able mean of approximating the e to a very high degree, the 
iotensityofthelightwould betoo mall), neither condition is 
actually met. As has been pointed out before (reference 10), 
the complete theory of fringe formation for the actual ca e 
ha not yet been given. chardin, however, has hown 
(reference 11) that the following is tbe ca e. With a point 
ource and a tl'ictly parallel beam, fringes are formed at all 
point along the two axe II-I!, and 12- 12' , where the two 
beam overlap. ( e fig. 4.) But in an actual ca e, in 
which a light source of finite extent i u ed, the line II- I!, 
and 12-12 ' become very numerous. The mo t di tinct 
fringe are then formed where the various Dnes between II 
and I I' and between 12 and 12' inter ect. The interferometer 
should be 0 adju ted, by rotation of the plitter plate, that 
thi intersection i in the center of the test section. 
For obtaining the great.est conLrast between fringes , it j 
al 0 nece ary t,hat the optical-path length through the inter-
ferometer be the ame for the two beams. In other word, 
FIGURE 3.-Production offringes with monochromatic parallel light. A. wavelength o[ligbt. 
It I nece ary that the optical path for the two beams be 
nearly the ame from the time the original beam is plit into 
two, at the splitter plate I, until the two are reunited at 
the plitter plate S2. This condition become the more im-
pOl·tant th furth l' the light departs from being monochro-
matic. For a given setting of the plitter plates and the 
mirrors, the frinaes have a given spacing for each wave-
length. The greater the wavelength, the areater the spacing 
between wave fronts and, con equenLly, between fringes. 
Thus, fringes produced by a large number of wavelengths 
coincide only at one point, the center of the band of fringe. 
On either side of this center the fringe get out of step with 
each other and the contra t between light and dark become 
les and les . With the optical paths equal, the center of 
the band of fringe , where the contract i greate t, lies at 
the center of the test section. 
Description of interferometer.- The interferometer, with 
which the result pre ented in thi report were obtained, wa 
de ianed and constructed at the Langley Laboratory and is 
installed in the boundary layer laboratory of the Physical 
Research Divi ion. The base on which the splitter plates 
and mirror are mounted i a one-piece iron ca ting in the 
form of a four-leaf clover. (ee figs. 5 and 6.) The a sem-
bly i upported in a vertical plane at its center by a single 
mount, which i attached to a framework of structural steel 
that i welded to a tecl table. The table re t on steel 
plate that are bolted to the concrete floor of the cond 
tory of the building. The building houses numerous 
motors, compre or, and other source of vibration. It is 
within 50 feet of a projectile gallery, a 500-hoI' epower wind 
tunnel, and a 1,000-horsepower wind tunnel. All of these 
piece of equipment cau e vibration of con idel'able am-
plitude in the econd-story floor, which i upported by 
column only very 20 feet or o. 
Interferometers are quite delicate in trument , as far a 
adjustment is concerned, and are quil.e ubject to being 
till'own out of adjustment by mechanical vibrations and by 
temperature hange. When the pre ent in trnment was 
designed, it wa hoped to produce an in trument that would 
not cau e an inordinate wa te:of time in keeping it in adju t-
ment. Th I' ult has been quite atisfact.ory. Apparently 
becau e of it ymmetrical de ign (and probably also because 
ca t iron ha a low coefficient of thermal expan ion), no 
effect of temperature change on the aclju tment of t.he 
interferometer have ever been noticed . Ordinarily the in-
terferometer is enclosed in a sheet-aluminum ca e. Even 
L ' Sl' M a S2 I A --J:L- I i ----';----~ "'1"-:=--~ ;:::- I ' v 12 1 S Images 
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FIG URE 4.-Region in which fringes appear to be formed in Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
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when it is used with one iel e of th e ca e J'emo ved and the 
tempcra tUl'e in the room is changed by opening the windows, 
0 1' when Lhe operators tand do e Lo the interferomeLcl', no 
change in th e fringes i noticed. 
In an cfrort to keep tb e inLrr[el'ometer in adjustmrnt 
despjJ e vibra tion , it was aL fLrst uspend ed from a frame-
work by pring tha t gave Lh e ys tem a natural freql1ency 
of a bout J cycl e per second. It \vas oon found , when tudy-
FinnI E 5. Full d ell' of interferometer with ligh t source (left) ancl camera (ri gh t) . 
l" GV 'U; 6.- 1nterferomNer. (S plitter pla tes, lower le ft an d upper right; m irrors, up per loft 
and lower right .) 
ing the boundary layer on a fl at pIa te, th at the beam of 
light could not be k ep t lined parallrl wilh the flat plate. 
Moreover , at that time the glass pla tes an 1 mirrors wer e 
uppor ted at foul' points, and they could not be clamped 
very tightly wiLhout causing s trains in the glass and distor-
tion of the fringes . A a r suIt, th inLerferometer woulel 
not s tay long in adjustment, de pite th e fact tha t it was us-
pended by springs . Accordingly, the upports of the plate 
and mirror were chan O'ed to the three-poin t typ e ( ce fiO'. 7) 
and \', er e clamped clown very tigh tly wi thou t di tor ting thr 
fringe. The pring upport was discarded and th inter-
ferometer table wa placed on the floor as just de cribecl. 
A a r e ul t, th e interferomeLer ha tayecl in aclj u Lmen t for 
some length of Lime. In fact, in the pas t 9 month no ad-
justment of any kind have been mad e, and the interfero-
meter has tayecl in perfect adjustment. 
Each of the Lwo plate and two mil'l'Ol' i rotatable abou t 
t.\Vo axes : on e in a plane parallel to thaL of the in terferometer 
base (fig . 6) and the other perpendicular Lo the plane of the 
in terferometer base . For rotation abou t th e fir of these 
axes, the mirror holder i moun ted in journal bearing . ( ee 
fig. 7. ) Th e e bearing arc clarnpecl tight, ju t short of 
binding. A lever is attached to the axle. The end ofmicrom-
eters pres against the level'. Rotation of th e plate or mirror 
is effec ted by advancing on e micrometer whil e reLracting th 
other. When Lhe propel' position is rcaehed, both microme-
ters are screwed very tightly again t Lhe level'. For rotation 
abou t the other axi , th e plate or mirror hou ing rotate on 
ball bearing . Again a level' is moved by m ean of two mi-
crometer . (The micrometers provide an e onomi al method 
of obtaining prcc i ion screw tr eads. The eale on th e 
micromeLel' arc no t u ed. ) 
For adju Lm en t of the white-lighL frin ges- that j , for 
adjus ting the difference in optical-path length of the two 
beams, where opti cal-paUl length is clefined ns Lhe integral 
F IGU HE 7.- In tcrfcrornetcr mirl'or moun t. 
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of the product of indcx of refraction and the differential of 
gcometric path length- mean were provided whereby Lhe 
entir e housin o- of minor ]1,/[1 could be tran lated in a dil'cc-
tion perpendicular to the plane of the mirror. The ways on 
which Lhe hOll ing mov d were found , however, to be not 
sufficiently mooth, and when the mirror wa moved, Lhe 
plane of the mirror changed and thu the orientation of th 
fringes changed . The crew wa also found to be too coal' e; 
therefore, for easier adju tm nt of the white-light fringes, a 
compcn ating plate wa in taIled in each beam ( I and O2, 
fig. ). Each plate i 1'0 tatable abou Lwo mu tually perpen-
dicular horizon tal axe. One plate i placed in a horizontal 
position, and the white-light fringe are ad justcd by rotating 
the other plate. The fact that the paLh in o-las may b 
different for the two beam does not matter, becau e the 
light is too nearly monochromatic for di pers ion to have an 
appreciable errect. 
The splitter plate and the mirrors are 4 mche quare and 
Yz inch thick. The plate are poli hed flaL on each ide Lo a 
tol rance of }{o wavelength. The angle of the wedge formed 
by the Lwo ides of a plate does not cxceed 2 econd of arc. 
One ide of each plate i coated with zinc ulphide for in-
crea ed reflection. U e of this coating is a deparLme from 
the conventional method. Thi coating ha the advantage 
over the conventional one, which is a Lhin coatino- of silver 
or aluminum, in that no lio-ht is ab orbed by the coating. 
The ideal coating would transmit 50 percen of the light and 
renecL 50 percent. ince each beam i tran mitted once and 
r eflectcd once a t plitter plates, the net re ult would be two 
beam going into the camera, each of wh ich had 25 percent 
10 Megoh m s 
To 16,OOOv d-c 
I 
2 Microfarads 
6 v 
o 
Magnesium 
electrodes 
Light sour c e 
Ex it s id. 
of the inLensity of the original beam. For the zinc ulphide 
coating that was used, approximately 40 percent is r eflected 
and 60 p rcent tran mitted. This is ati factory, howcver, 
becau e each beam into the camera then has 24 percent of 
the orio-inal in tensity (neglecting los e at the mirror ). 
The two mirror are fla t to a tolerance of 710 wavelength 
and are fron t miaced with rhodium. Becau e of the low 
reflectance of rhodium (abou t 75 percent), it i expected that 
aluminum would be more ati factory. 
Description of light source and eamera.- A sati factory 
ligb t source for application of interferometry to the study of 
flow phenomena mu t provide nearly monochromatic ligh t 
in a nearly parallel beam. n additional requirement for 
taking interferograms of high- peed flow is that the duration 
of the light be ufficiently hor t. For taking interferogram 
that are free from bluning of phenomena in an open, or free, 
uper ornc jet, e},.'])o ure tim of th order of 3 microsecond 
or les mu t be u eel. (Inherent in fre upel' onic jet are 
h igh-fl- equency vibraLions.) Becau e meeting each of the 
r equirements of bing monochromati c, parallel , and of hort 
d mation tends to r cd uce Lhe inten i Ly, one mu t add the 
fom-th and obviou reqllil" mcnt of ufficient int nsity. 
Th e light-som-ce problem ha bcen solved by the same 
general m thod thai wa u ed by Lhe Princeton gr up (refer-
ence 10); that i , by u e of a high-voltage magnesium spark 
and a monochromator. A diagram of the complete light-
om e op tical y tern i hOWJl in figure The two elec-
trodes are magn ium rod of }~-inch diameter with rounded 
tip approximately 1 in h apart. Each magnesium rod i 
held in a on ntri h 110w bra s rod. A pre s fit i used for 
In fer fe"ome fe r Camero 
.Shutter 
Film 
FIG URE .- Complete optical diagram or inlerreromcl r used in lb is in... ligation; 
J 
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mechani cal st rength , and wher e the magrlCsium rod en ters 
Lhe bras rod , a weld is made. Each bra s rod is soldered 
to a thin copper sheet , ,·"hich extend for abou t an inch and 
is then soldered to a terminal on each of two condensers. 
Each of th e two conden ers, which are thus connected in 
parallel , i a 15,000-volt pp:anol condenser and has, accord-
ing to the manufacturer 's specification , a capaci tance of l.0 
microfarad and an inductance of 0.5 microhenry. The con-
denser are charged, through a 10 megolun i olating r esistor, 
to 16 ,000 volts. The di charge i initiated by mean of a 
tickler spark between one of the magnesium electrode and 
an auxiliary magn esium electrode placed between the other 
two and sligh tly to one side. The tickler sparki produced 
by the potential acr'os the secondary of an au tomobile igni-
t ion coil tha t occm ,,,hen the 6-vol t cixcuit tlu-ough the 
primary i broken. Thi alTangment gives ati factory con-
trol over the main discharge and facilitate ynchronizing it 
with th e opening of th e camera shutter. The dmation of 
the light from the main discharge was m ep. m ed with a 
rotating-mirror apparatus and was found to be approxi-
mately 3 microsecond . 
The monochromator was constructed from a Bausch and 
Lomb " implified Con tant D eviation Pri m Type" Labo-
ratory pectrometer . The collnnator objective, of aperture 
j /8, and the entran ~e sli t of the original spectrometer were 
removed and were r eplaced by a y tem of greater aperture 
that was constructed from available lense . The lens L3 
(fig . ) is an j /1.6 Kodak Anastigmat of 50-millimeter foeal 
length . This lens fo cu e the light from the spark di charge 
on the adju table en trance slit . (No pinhole is used a t the 
spade) Th e light is then made into a parallel beam by the 
lens L 4, which is anj/2.3 Bausch and Lomb Bal taI' of 2-inch 
focal length. The parallel beam then goes till'ough the 
cons tan t-deviation prism of the Pellin-Broca type. The beam 
i then focu cd on the adjus table exit lit by the lens L s, 
which i an j / lell . of 6-ineh fo cal length and is the original 
lens furnished with the peetrometer. The exit sli t in at the 
focus of the mirror L 1• The light from the sli t i turned a t 
righ t angles by a mall prism, whieh i placed slightly off 
the axis of L 1. The mirror LI i a parabolic mnTor of 4-inch 
diameter and 36-inch focal lengt.h and i front-surfaced with 
cill'ome aluminum. 
It is realized that considerably more light could be ob tanl ed 
from the system if the j -numbers of the variou lense and 
the mnTor were properly matched, in order that the image 
of the en trance sli t, which fall on the exit li t , would be 
more nearly the same size as the en trance and the exit slits. 
The sy tem as used at present, however , work atisfactorily, 
and therefore no changes in it are contemplated. 
The ligh t from the green triplet of magnesium i used, 
which has wavelengths of 5,167, 5,173, and 5,1 4 ang trom 
units. Of cour e, at the high exciting vol tage tha t i used, 
the ligh t does not con is t only of these three wavelength 
bu t is nearly a continuous peetrum . It was found that the 
ligh t from this region produced much more sati factory in ter-
fer ence fringes than that from any other r egion of the spec-
trum of a high-vol tage magnesium spade (The Princeton 
group reported (r efer ence 10) that they obtained be t r esults 
hy u Lng the blu line at 4,4 1 angstrom .) The monochro-
ma tor was set at 5, 170 ang troms, and the slit were set at 
a wid th of 0.3 millimeter. A band about 30 angs troms wide 
was pa ed by the exi t sli t, and abou t 180 u able fringe 
were ob tained. I t was found that tbe appearance, or con-
tra t, of the fringe eould be improved by r educing the leng th 
of the exit slit to %2 inch . 
The fringes were photographed wi th an Eastman Anftstig-
mat aerial camera lens L2 of 13.5-inch fo cal length and j J3.5 
aperture. Kodak Linagraph OrLho fi lm was used. The Lin a-
graph Ortho is a very fas t ortho chroma tic film of moderate 
contra t and high r esolving power and i designed for pho to-
graphing high-speed transien t phenom ena on green-fluore cing 
cathode··my cr eens. N ega ti ves of abou t 1}6-inch diam-
eLer were Laken . (Inasmuch as the film was u ed in the 
35-mm. ize, a portion of the ligh t did not hi t the film . 
Since the in terferograms hown in the presen t report w r e 
taken , the film has been changed to the 70-mm ize.) The 
modera te grain ize of the film permi tted enlargement of 
sixteen or more time the diameter of the negative or seven 
or more times ac tual size. 
A Kodak Supermatie shu tter was placed at the fo cu of 
the camera lens. The shutter was set at }to econd and was 
ynchronized wi th the ligh t- ource park. For eonvenienc 
in moving the film, a sligh tly modified Argu 0 - 3 camera, 
with the lens r emoved, was used a a film holder. 
The procedure that wa followed for each in terferogram 
of the flow was to take first an interferogram with no flow, 
then one with a t ransparen t ruler in the test ection for 
establishing tbe scale, th en one \."i th flow, then a final one 
wi thout flow. The film was developed in K odak D- 72 for 
the exceptionally long time of 14 minutes at 68° F. 
Adjustment of the interferometer.- When the interfer-
ometer is fir t se t up , a number of adju tmen ts must be made 
in order to obtain fringes and to orient them properly. M os t 
of the adjustment procedure tha t wa used is a more-or-lef's 
standard procedure, but par t is original. 
The first step in the ini tial adju tmen t of the interferometer 
i to make th r eflecting urfaces of the two split ter plates 
and the t·wo mlrrors nearly parallel. This is done by making 
the two mirrors as nearly parallel as pos ible by eye, and 
then leaving them there, becau e it is possible to produce 
all fringe orien ta tions by adjustmen t of th pli t °er plaLes 
alone (excep t for adjustmen t for whi te-light fringe which 
is made wi th the compensating plate ) . Then the pla tes are 
set nearly parallel t o the mirror by simple in pection. A 
mall ligh t ource i placed 15 feet or more away from t.he 
interferometer , and the ligh t is directed at plate I. Two 
eLs of cross hairs are et up , one near the ligh t source and 
the other near plate 8 1 • Two m'eens are set up on the 
opposite side of the interferometer in such posi tions that a len 
plaeed after plate 8 2 focu es one et of cro s hair on one 
screen and the other set on the other creen. Each set of 
eross hairs produces two nnages on one cr·een. One image 
is produced by the ligh t that is transmi tted through the 
lower part of the interferometer , and the other image by 
the light tha t goes thxough the upper par t. The plitter 
plate are th n so adjusted that the Lwo images of one set 
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of CI'OS' bail' coincide, or merO'e into a single image. Thi 
procedure i repeated for the oLher set of cross bail'. A 
lhe adju tmenLs for Lhe Lwo et of image are not incle-
pendrnL, they must be conLinued unW the image of boLh 
sel of cross hair appeal' to be ingle. The ligb 1, source is 
now replaced by a monochromaLic light source . TIli light 
ou rce hould be ufficiently close to being monochromaLic 
so Lhat many htmdred of hinge can be produced. Th 
reason for Lbi is Lhat at thi stage of the adju tmenL Lhe 
two opLical paths through the interferometer may be con-
iderably different. If uch is the case, and a lighL ource 
that would give relatively few fringe i u cd, Lhen the 
frinO'es cannot be found because their apparent location 
would be above or below the Lest eclion and ouL of lh e lighL 
beam. A satisfactory light ource i a sodium-arc lamp 
or a General Electric B- H6 mercury lamp operated aL an 
undervolLage of about 50 volt. The lens in the beam 
emergent from Lhe interferometer is replaced by a tele cope 
placed some 15 feet beyond the interferometer. Interference 
fringes generally can then be brought into fo cu at ome 
point between the light source and the telescope. If they 
eannoL be found , either Lhe elimination of double cross-hair 
image ha noL been ufliciently achieved or the difi'erence 
in opLical-path length i too greaL. In pection of ach 
ross-hair image (on the screen ) wi th a magnifying gla s 
will u ually r eveal that the elimination of doubling ha noL 
been compleLely effected. 
Once Lbe fringes have been located, the monoclli'omator 
i et up . A B- H5 mercury lamp i placed at the entrance 
to Lhe monochromator. The lit are narrowed 1,0 about 
0.3 millimeLer and the prism et to pass tbe 5,460-angstrom 
line. The nexL adjustment is to tilt the fringe into lhe 
desired orientation, ay a horizon tal po ilion, by rolaling 
a pliLter plaLe. 
The next two adjustments are to mo\'(' the fringe into the 
te 1, eetion and to adjusL them to the desired width or 
pacing. These two adj u lments are made simulLaneou ly 
by altemale rotation of the two splitter plates ancl by ob-
el'vin O' through the t ele cope the location and the pacing 
of the fringes. This adjustment i not difficult. For 
example, uppo e the fringe arc located bet\ ..... een 8 2 and the 
telescope and are too nal'l'O'C The firsL step i to determine 
which of the two beam goe through which palh in the 
interferometer. TIll i del rmined by fo cu ing the tele cope 
on the light source and blocking off one of the path . It i 
de ired to have the beams 1'0 ill the test section midway 
between jl1.2 and 8 2, If the slope of the beam that passe 
through the test ection i po itive with r espect to the lop 
of the other beam, as shown in figure 4, then plate 2 is 
rotaied counterclockwise to bring the fringe back almo t 
to the test eclion. Thi adj ustment may make the fringes 
too broad. Then 8 1 i rotated clock\\,l e to move the frinO'e 
the 1'e 1, of the way lo the te t ection and at the ame time 
to narrow them. 
The next adjustmenL i to make lhe t,,·o op~ical-path 
length through the interferometer equal. With the fringe 
in focu in or near t he t e t section, the lits are opened 
until the fringe visible in he tcle cope become faint. By 
li6150 - 2 
rolating a compen ating plate, the fringe are Ct), u cd to 
appeal' to pa vertically through the te t ccLion un til they 
disappear. The po ition of the compensating plate is noted, 
and the plate i rotaL d in the oppo ile dire t,ion unt il the 
fringe with the greaLc t contra t have pas eel throngh 
the test section and the fringe again eli appeal'. The com-
pensating plate i then positioned halfway beLween the two 
positions where the frinO'es disappeared. The inlerferometer 
i then nearly in adjustm nt for white-light fringes. Either 
the monochromator i removed and a source of whit e light 
i u ed, or the white light i placed just ahead of t he first 
plitter plate without eli turbing the monochromator. (A 
convenient point somce i the zirconium-arc light.) Then 
a light adju tment of a compensating plate will bring the 
white-light fringes into view. If the disturbance of which 
an interferogram is to b taken contains a region in which 
there i a den ity gradient of considerable magniLude, such 
as a boundary layer, the fringe will be crowded together in 
that region, and di LinO'ui hing individual fringe may be 
difficult. It is advi able to place the white-light fringes in 
such a po ition that they will move, when the distmban ce 
is produced, into the region of density gradient a nd thereby 
provide the fringe of greaLe 1, contra t in that region. 
The final adj u tm nt is to remove what might be calleel 
({ twist" from the two beams. For horizon tal fringes the 
two splitter plate have been rotated about horizontal axe 
and the two image of the light ource, a een in th tele-
cope, lie one above Lhe other. It may be, hOll'o,' er, tha t 
the two beam do not lie in the same vertical plane. If they 
10 not, harp fringe can be obserV'ed only when the source 
is a line of zero width (and i al 0 vertical, for 11 l'izontal 
fringe). A il i nece sal' lhat the light somce have a 
fillit width, in order 1,0 give nough lighl , then the fringes 
will appeal' considerably blmred unle s lhe ro LaLion of the 
plate i COlTected in order Lhat the two beam lie in the 
am vertical plane. III order to check lhi , the telescope 
is removed and the eye placed in the emergent b am ome 
di tance away from the interferomete r. The fringe may 
then appear to be co ked at an angle to the horizontal. 
If 0, then as one walk toward the interferometer the fringe 
will lowly rotate back to lhe horizontal po ition which they 
had when viewed with the tele cope focu ed on the te t ec-
tion. By alternately roLatinO' the t,,'o plate about their 
nonhorizontal axe, the L\\'O beams can be W1.Ulg until Lhey 
both lie in the ame yertieal plane and the fringes appear 
horizontal when viewed from both a do e and a far po ition. 
When all the e adju tment have been made, the foUowino' 
will be true: 
(a) The fringes al' entered in the te t ection. 
(b) The frinO'e have the de ired orientation. 
(c) The fringe have the de ired pacing. 
(d) The white-lighL fringe ar in the correct 10caLion in a 
yertieal cro eetion through the te t ection. 
(e) The two beams lie in a ingle plane. 
EVAL UATIO OF DENSITY FIELD 
The theory of the aluaLion of interferogl'am of one-
and two-dimen ional flow fields given here i no different 
r 
I 
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from thaI, given elsewhere. (Sec reference 11.) The theory 
is repeated here for the sake of convenience. The method of 
measming fringe shifts is believed to be somewhat different . 
The theory of the formation of the fringes has been 
discussed in a previou cction. The production of friDge 
shifLs is illustrated in figme 9. Con ider that when no 
c1istmbance is present both beams travel in air of den ity p 
and refractive index n. The value of the refractive index 
is a function of the density of the air, for a given wave' 
length of light, according to the Lorentz-Lorenz relation 
or 
n+l 
n2+2 (n-l) cx.p 
Because n i very nearly equal to unity, the equation can 
br written 
n-l = kp (1) 
,,-here the constant of proportionality k IS the Gladstone-
Dalr constant. Then 
or 
n-l n' - 1 
p - p-' -
n'-n= (n-l) (~-1) (2) 
K ow lrt one of Lhc two beams pa ,for the di tance L, 
throllgh air of a different den ity p' and index n', and let 
o Fringe positions with no flow 
• Frinqe postflons with f low 
FIGtillE g.-Production of fringe-shifts. 
in tensity intensity 
with with flow 
no f low 
values of density and index be constant along the length L, 
but let them be functions of the vertical coordinate y. Then 
the wave fronts will be distorted, as in figme 9. The 
amount of distortion or retardation X at any pOlnt j fL 
function of the velocity of ligh t at that point. The time for 
passage of light of velocity 11' through a distance L is Lj r :. 
In that same time, light of velocity F ,\ill pass through a 
distance L+ X. Therefore, ~ 
But, since 
Lhen 
or 
But. sinee 
apd 
Lherefore 
L L+X 
11' - 1-' -
L L+X 
A' A 
X=~, (A- A' ) 
A n' =~ A' 
A 
= L - (n'-n) 
Ao 
B.r similar triangle , it follow Lha 1, 
~=X=f (n' - n ) b A Ao 
Th en, by use of equaLion (2), 
-= (n-1) e..-l Y L (') b Ao p 
Or 
p' =Y(AO _ 1_ )+1 
p b Ll1 - 1 
If Y jb, Lhe fringe hift in terms of fringe width, i designated 
by S(y) and the quantity in parenthese is de!Oignated by 0, 
then 
, 
p = CS(y) + 1 
p 
(3) 
In Lhis equaLion p' jp is the density ratio between son10 
position in the distmbance and the undi turbed air. 
The technique of obtaining Lhe values of the fringe , hift 
for a given cross section of the flow field i implifird by. the 
plotting of graphs. An intederogram is taken of the 
undisturbed fringe. (Sec, for example, fig. 10.) Then 
interferograms of the flow field are Laken. (Sec fig. 11.) 
Then enlargements to about 7 diameters are made. A 
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position along the horizontal axis is ciJ osen at which the 
den ity variation. is to he deteJ'luinecl . At that position on 
thr rnlargrmenL of thr undisLurbed fringr paUrl'll, a vl'lt ical 
lin is dnlwll, and the posit ions of tll(' fl'ingrs a rc mefi ul'ed 
'\' ith a cfile. (A pjr('r of (' I' ss- edional paprl' pastrcl on the 
picturr is u cful.) Thrn lhe fringe posj lions arc plotted as 
fi function of lhr vertical coordinate y. Such a plot is shown 
in figul'e ] 2. A convenien posi.t ion, such as the 10wr L' e 1ge 
of thr nozzlr opening, is chosen a the zrl'o of t he y-coordinfite. 
Thi po ition wa locatrcl on the piclurr in the following 
mmBler : Two mall piece of drill rod were in ertrcl into thr 
10' \'e1' nozzle block. From thrir actual d iamelrl' and thei.l' 
mea u1'ed cliamele on th r p iclure, the magni fica. lion over 
acLual size was determinrd. F rom the know11 di s tancrs of 
these rods to the ins idr edge of the nozzlr, the location of the 
edge could be found on th r picture. T wo ma.ll pointrl's 
placed in t he amel'fi, the s]lac!ow of which can b r sern in 
the lower pari of the inte)'Jerogram , el'ved to locate, in the 
pictures lllat did not include lhr nozzle enel, the ho)'izonta.l 
line that would extend lo the nozzle edge. (The two pirees 
of drill rod we['e al 0 used for checking the alinement of th r 
light bram with the nozzle edge. They a.re placrd on oppo-
ite sidrs of the center of the nozzle. If the alinement is 
c01'1'rct, thell whell, on an intcrirrogram, the propel'di Lance 
is mras1.lrrd from each rod to give the location of Lhe rclgr of 
the nozzle opening, the ame location i obtained for both 
mrfiSU l'rmNl.ts.) Then, on the enlargement of thr interfero-
l~,7. 
.1 
.... 51 
FI(;l'RE 1O.- (·ndisturbed fringes. 
gram of the (low Held , Ht thr same position hOL'izontally, tilr 
position of thr fringes were mea llrecl on a Yrrtira] Sr[l[r. 
T hen obtaininO' the fringr , hift as a funct ion of V was simply 
a mattel' of going Lo the fil' L plot (fig. ]2) wilh /l Y/llue of y 
and Lhe C01'1'e pond ing fr inge numhrl', )'rading t berr the 
unclisplacecl fringr numbrr fol' the aIne vahlr of V, and 
subtracting. For example, uppo e that fring(' numhcl' 20 
lay at y = 17 in the flow inter£eI'ogram, and fringe number 
.4 lay at y=17 in the no-flow interferogram; t hen the 
fringe hift at y = 17i 11.6 fringe widlhs. T he den ity 
ratio beLween the place whe1'r y = ] 7 and thr undi imbed ail' 
i ob tained from rqul1tion (3). This procedurr wa canied 
out for each CI'O s section through Lbe flow field whrrc iL wa 
decided Lo obtain the den ily distribution. 
The con tant C=L0! ~1 wa determined fo r e/lc b (; 1'0 S 
n-
. rct.ion through thr jrt. The value of AO was 5,170 a.ng-
strOIns. The value of n-1 was determined from equation 
(1). Th e value of p, the density of room air, \\Tas obtained 
from prcssure find trmprrature mea uremrnt. The best 
critical- tahle value of 1.: is 0.1167 cubic foot per lug for 5,] 70 
ang troms. The width of the nozzle openinO' wa 2.999 
inches, and lhi value would be the value of L if there were 
no end effecL. A eonected value of L wa arbitrarily 
obtained a follow: The frinO'r bift was plotted against y 
from the undisturbed region, through the boundary 111yel', 
into t.he free- Lream region of the jet. Th area uncleI' Lhr 
curve \Va obtained and diYided by the fringr hift, in the free 
tream. Tbi gave a po ition at which the m11e frinO'e 
hift would occur if it took place abruptly, ralher than 
gradul111y tlu'ough the boundary layer. TIH' di!l'rrcnce 
between thi po ilion and the po ition of the edge of lhe 
nozzle \Va ubtractccI !\\'ice from the acLual nozzle width to 
obtain the value of L u rd in the con tan O. Tbi method 
l ' ufficienlly accurale' for cross section close to Lhe nozzle. 
EFFECT OF REFRA TIO , 
,\YJl en light. pas cs through fi medium in which the index 
of refraction yarie in a direction that i perpendicular to 
th initial direction of propagation of the light, thedil'ection 
01' propagalion i changed, Ol' the light j l'efractrd. In the 
mL-..:ing region of lhr jrt con idered herein, the d nsity of the 
ail' yarie , and con equently al 0 the inclex of refmctiol1 
yarie. The purpose of the present section is to drlrl'lninr 
,\'hether the refraction, OJ' bending, of the lighL has a sig-
nificant e[ecL on the mixing-rrgion drnsi ty <Ii tl'ibut ion 
obtainecl from interi'e1'ogmm . 
Let y be the ycrlieal coordinate through the mixlllg zonr 
and z th horizontal coordinate III thr dil'rction of the light 
bram. Becau e the ail' density in the mixing l'rgion in-
c]'eases as y lllCl'ea e , the light will be refracled Lo\\' al'd 
larger value of y. If cf> l'epl'e ent the angle of incidence, 
then nell' law tate that, at any point in thr mrciium, 
. r 
Sill cf>= -
Cl 
where V is the YC'locity of t he light and Cl a con tanto 
I 
I 
i 
_J 
- - - ---_.-
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(b) ]1, to :l inches from noz1.le. (n) 0 to ]' , in chcs from 1I07.z1e. 
(d) 4 1) 10 5~ '1 in('hcs from n01.7.le. (e) 3 to 4 ~ in ches from n01.1.1e. 
} ' IGURE U.-Interfcrogram of jet . 
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(e) 5~~ to 7 incbes from nozzle. (0 7 to H incbes from nozzle. 
FIGL' IlE ll.-Concluded . 
A cordingly, therefore, 
but 
therefore 
sin cf> 
tan cf> = . ? 
"\ 1- In- cf> 
I 1 ' 2 
=-y c,2- 1 '2 
dz 
ely 
dy _ I(C, )~ -1 
dz- , Vo n -
IL i now required to olve thi equation in order to find 
the amount by which a ray of light i deviated in the mixing 
region. Fir t, it i necessary Lo expre n a a function of y. 
In a subsequent section, Lhe den ity di tribution Lhrough 
he mixing region is obtained. For the pre ent pUTpO e 
thi di tribution i approximated by a lineal' variation that 
fit the actual variation over a large portion of the mixing 
region. The density of the air at the out ide of th mi.,ing 
zone is taken as 0.0024 slug per cubic foot and at the in ide 
edge of the mixing region a l.5 tim a great, or 0.0036 
slug per cubic foot. The effect of refraction is greatc t at 
the place where th den ity gradient i the greate t. This 
occur at the cro ection that i clo e t to the nozzle. For 
the pre ent inve tigation that cro section i 2 inche from 
the nozzle. Th actual width of th e mi."\wg zone there i 
about 0.33 inch. The a umpLion i made of a linear density 
gradient equal to th average gradient acro s the mixing 
region. The a umed den ity variation, then, is given by 
the equation 
p= 0.0024+0.0036y 
and the indf'x variation i , by use of equation (1) and the 
given value for k, 
n= l.0002 + 0.00042y 
or 
n=a+by 
The differential equation then becomes 
dz= __ dy _ 
~(~!o a+~!o by y-1 
By ub titulion of 
and 
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then 
d~ dz= '-t--q, r- 1 
On integration, 
F or evaluation of the integration constant C2, at z= y = O 
qC2=10ge [~~o a+-J( ~;o a y -1] 
Bu t at z= y = O, 
Therefore 
and 
Therefore 
40 
35 
30-
25 
15 
10 
5 
o 10 20 
gC2= loge 1 = 0 
b ~ = l +- y 
a 
30 
Frinqe position, mm from dotum line 
FI GUllE 12.- L ocation of und ist urbed frin ges. 
anel 
0 1' 
~z - ~z ( b) 
ea + e a = 2 1 +(i Y 
Th e pa th of a ray , therefore, tl1l'0ugh a medium of linear 
densiLy gradien t is a catenary. Because a is very nearly 
equ al to uni ty , the equation can be simplified to 
or, by use of Lhe series expan ion, to 
The deviation of a rayon passing through the 3 inches of 
the m L\:ing r egion, from z= O to z= 3, is 
1 Y= "2X O.00042 X 9 
= 0.0019 inch 
The index of r efraction at y= O is 
11.. = 1.00028 
and a t y = 0.0019 i 
11..= 1.0002808 
The important qu antity, though , is 11..- 1. The light ray 
emerges from he mixing r egion at a place where 11..- 1 differs 
by les t han 1 percent from its value at the place where the 
ray entered the mixing reo-ion. For the jet under di cu -
ion, t herefore, t he effect of refraction is neo-ligible. 
RESULTS 
I NTERFEROG RAMS 
For obtaining in Lerierograms of the mL'Cing region of the 
free jet of i\'[ach n umb er 1. 6, the in terferometer was 0 
adjusted tha t straight, horizontal interfer ence fringes w , J e 
produced when there was no ail' flow, as is shown in figure 10. 
F iguro 13 shows the por tion of the jet of which interfero-
grams were taken for the presen t investigation. This por-
t ion was the bot Lorn part of t he hori.zontal jot for the fi1' t 
10 inches from tho nozzle. The lO-inch length \va covered 
by taking a orio of seven intel'ferograms, each of which 
covored a portion of the jet and i t mixing region that was 
a bout 2 >~ inches high and about n~ incho wide. Only the 
first six of the e int erferogram were usod in obtaining tho 
density and Lhe velocity distributions that are given in the 
present repor t . These SL'C in terforograms covered the first 
8 7~ inche of the mi.'{in o- region . The in terfol'ogram are 
hown a figures 11 (a) to 11 (f). A composite of the six 
interferograms is shown as fig Llre 14 . 
r-
I 
I 
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Three regions a.re di Lit1D'ui hable in these picture. The 
lower portion of cach picture, whel'e the fringes have retained 
es entially the arne pacing that they had with no ail' flow, 
was takcn with light t ha,t pa cd through nearly undis-
turbed room air . The upper portion of each pictm e hows 
Lhe fj'(~e- t.ream region of the jet. The cen ter portion of each 
piet.ul'c i thc mixing zone betw on the free room air and the 
Iree- t.ream portion of the jet. 
If the irregwaritie in the fringe in the lower and the 
upper portions of the in Lerfe rogram are averaged out, then 
t.he spacing of t.he fringes is foun 1 to remain the same as it 
wa wiLh no ail' flow. Thi how that there i uniform 
density in each of the region. In the mL'\ing zone, however, 
the fringes are crowded together and there is a density 
gradient in tha t region. The density varies in fact, from 
atmospheric outside the jet to abo ut l}~ time atmospheri c 
inside the jet. 
A can he ccn in figurc 11 (a), aL the end of the nozzle lhe 
boundary layer that ha builL up along the nozzle and that 
emerge from the nozzle is much thicker than the beginning 
of the jet mi.'\ing region. At a distance of abo u t 2 inche 
downstream from the nozzle, however, thi s boundary la y r 
---~-----------------------------
-----------------, 
1<-------- /0" --------~, I 
FIGl' RE n. Schematic d iagra m of nozzle, jet, and mixing r('(!ioll . 
has 10 t its identity and there is only the mixi ng zone, the 
undis Lmbed j ct., and the room air. Only data taken from the 
r egion between 2 and 7 }~ inche down tl'eam from the nozzle 
are included in t he pre enL report. In thaL region seven 
verLical cross sections were chosen, at 2, 2%, 3 )~ , 4%, 5 }~ , 6, 
and 7 }~ inches from the nozzle. 
DE SlTY DISTRIBUTION 
The density variation along each cross ection was ob-
Lained. The method of obtaining the density variation was 
fu'st to measUl'O Lhe varialion of fringe h ift along each 
vertical cros ecLion. Tbi was done by Lh m Lhod de-
scribed in the section en tilled "Evaluation of Den i ty Fields." 
Figure 15 show a plot of the den iLy variation across lhe 
mi.\Cing zone at the even cross section. On the vertical 
axis is plo tted Lhe ratio of dcnsiLy to atmospheric density 
P/ Pal"" On the horizontal axi i plotted the nondimensional 
parameter uy/x. The variable y and x arc position co-
ordinate. The y-axis is vertical. The x-axi is not quite 
horizontal but ha been 0 cho en that it coincides with the 
line along which the density ratio i l.l. Thi is Lh e line 
along which the velo -ity is 0.5 free-stream velocity. (It 
ha been customary in the past to place the x-axis along the 
0.5-velocity-ratio contour. For the jet under di cussion , 
this contour wa aL an anO'le of --lW to the horizontal. ) 
The parameter u is an experimentally determined cale 
factor. Its value i obtained by comparing the experi-
mentally delermined velociLy di tribution wiLh the theoret-
ical di tribution. Figure 15 hows that there i fairly good 
imilari ty in the dcn ity eli ll'ibuLion. The lack of caLLcr 
of th e experimental poinl at the out ide portion of tbe 
mlxrng reO' ion i expla ined by the fact that a Lmo ph eric 
den ity wa u cd a the reference in the quanLity P/ Palm that 
wa plotted. The scal tcr that occlll' at the in ide part of Lhe 
mixing region can be attributed parLly to variat ions in 
aLmo ph cl'ic d('11 ity and partly to variaLions ill Lhe tagna-
tion temperatUl'e of the jet , both of wh ic h varied from 
pictUl~ to pic tU l~. 
VELOCITY D1STRIB 1'10 
From the cl ell ity distribution the yclocity eli tJ'iblltions 
were calclllat('(1 \\' itb th e aid of e"Vcral a umption and 
FIGURE 14 .- Compositc intcrfcrogm m of jN, 0 to H inches from n 07.7. le. 
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approximations. It wa assumed that the s tatic pres ure 
i.n the jet and the mixing r egion wa the same a the pressure 
in the room air out ide the jet. The temperature distribu-
tions through the jet were then obt<tined from the density 
distributions by the g neral ga law. 
For the different interferograms the room-air temperature 
varied between 79.6 0 F and 0.1 0 F. The stagnation temp-
Cl'ature of the jet air varied between 71.6 0 F and 73.6 0 F. 
(The tagnation temperature was measured with a thermo-
couple that wa in taHed in the 6-inch pipe ahead of the 
nozzle where the air velocity was low, abou t 150 feet per 
second, and the temperature recovery factor was very 
nearly equal to unity .) The a sumption was made that 
there was no heat tran fer in the mi.xing region. The jet 
and the mixing region were therefore considered to be iso-
thermal from the tandpoint of tagnation temperature. 
For the calculations of velocity di tribution, the a sumption 
was made that the stagnation temperature in the mixing 
zone was the same a the temperature of the room air. 
Then, from the con tant stagnation temperatuTC and the 
static temperature distributions, the velocity distribution 
were calculated from the conservation-of-energy equation 
u2= 2cv(Tstag- T ) 
where u is the velocity and Cp is the specific heat at con tant 
pressure. 
Tollmien obtained (reference 1) the theoretical velocity 
/.6 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1. 1 
1.0 
· 5 4 
Dis tanc e f r om 
nozzle, in. 
"V 2 
Ll 2..!... 2 
b. 3.!... 2 
0 4..!... 2 
£:> 5..!... 2 
0 6 
0 7!.. 2 
J -2 -I o 
distribu tion for the mixing region of an incompressible jet. 
His r e ults, given in tH,ble I of reference I , are shown in figUTe 
16. The vertical coordinate is u /uo) where Uo i the free-
stream velocity. The horizontal coordinate is again uy/x. 
(F or thi figure only, the position of t he x-ax-is has not been 
adju ted to coincide with the u = 0.5 contour buti horiwntal, 
Uo 
at right angles to the y-axi.) Tollmien' re ults show that 
the ou t ide edge of the mixing region of an incompressible 
jet is given by uy = -2.04 . Furthermore, Abramovich found 
x 
(reference 3) that compressibility had no effect on the value of 
uy/x at the outside boundary of the mixing region. H e 
treated theoret,ically a jet in which the stagnatJion tempera· 
ture was the same as that of the ambient air and in which the 
free-stream velocity was large-up to the velocity of sounel. 
H e also treated the low-speed jet in which the stagnation t m-
perature was different from the temperature of the ambient 
air. H e found that compressibility effect ari ing from the 
high velocity or from the temperature difference did not affect 
the value of uy/x at the out ide boundary, but that the value 
for both cases was -2.04. In the present report, t herefore, 
t his va lue ha been accepted as correct. 
Tollmien's r e ults al 0 show t.hat the inside edge of the 
mixing region of an incompressible jet lies along a value 
uy = 0.9. Abramovieh found, however, t hat the value of 
x 
O'y/x at the inside boundary should be affected by compre si-
2 3 4 5 6 
FIG UIlE 15.- Variatioll of density mtio through mixing region. ..=15. 
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bili ty consideration. His analysis, however, wa not ex-
t,ended to supersonic velocities, and no theoretical value for 
rTY/x at the inside boundary is available for supersonic flow. 
The quantity rT wa introduced in the theory of free jet 
mixing as a scale factor. (For example, see reference 1.) 
The theory does not give the value of rT, but its value i deter-
mined by fitting the experimentally determined velocity 
distribution to the theoretical velocity di t ribution. In the 
pre ent case, the in ide boundary of the mixing zone is 
clearly hown on the interierograms, and the angle that it 
make with the free- tream direction can be measUTed and 
shown to be 3°. Becau e the theoretical value for rTY /x at 
this boundary i not known, the value of rT cannot be deter-
mined from the mea UTed rate of spread of th e mixing zone 
into the jet. FUTthermore, at the outer edge of the mixing 
zone where rTy = -2.04, the densi ty gradient is extremely 
x 
small. An interferometer i not very sensitive to uch small 
gradients, however, and the outer edge of th mi:Aing zone 
cannot, therefore, be determined accUTately from the interfer-
ograms. Shadowgrams that covered an extent of 5 feet along 
the jet were therefore taken. On the shadowgrams the out ide 
boundary of the mixing zone appeared to lie at approximately 
6°. Thi angle would give a value of rT of approximately 20, 
U! 
1.0 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
o 
-2.04 
rT"" -tan 60 
It was felt., however, that Lhe shadowgrams might not ac-
curately indicate the true boundary of t,he mL"\ing zone, and 
that the most satisfactory meLhod of determining rT would be 
to choose a value that would give the best :fit of the experi-
mentally determined velocity distribution with Tollll1ien's 
theoretically determined velocity di tribution over th su b-
somc portion of the mixing region. First, Tollmien's CUTve, 
shown in figUTe 16, wa hifted horizontally by 0.39 in order 
that the 0.5 value of u/uo would lie at the zero value of rTY/x, 
as hown by the olid CUTve of figUTe 17. Then the velocity 
di t ributions that were calculated from the measUTed density 
distribution, as has been indicated, were plotted with rT taken 
a 15 and with the x-axis taken along the ~=0 . 5 contoill'. 
Uo 
This value of (J' was chosen because it makes the data agree 
with T ollmien's curve between about 0.2 and 0.6 on the ver-
tical scale. At value of uJuo malleI' than approximately 0.2 
the data are probably not very accUTate. At value of u/uo 
greater than 0.625 the flow is supersonic, and it is to be ex-
pected that compressibility effects alter the velocity distribu-
tion from that of incompre ible flow. In fact, :figill'e 17 
show that the inside boundary of the mixing region of the 
upersonic jet i at ;=1.12, compared with 1.37 for the in-
compressible jet. In the upersonic jet, therefore, the mixing 
region spread into the free stream at a slower rate than in 
an incompres ible jet. 
-5~----~-~4~----~-3~----~-~2~----~-~/------~O~------~------~2~------~3~------+L-------~5------~ 
d1J/ .r 
FIGURE l6.-Theoretical velocity distribution for incompressible mLxing zone. (From reference 1.) 
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'rho ,-aluc of (J obtaincd hero can be comparod with t110 
value obtaincd by other investigator for incompro jblo jots. 
M easurement.s in a large jct at Gottingon ( co referenco 1), 
in which the free- tI'eam vclocity wa about 100 fcet per cc-
ond, gavc a value for (J of 11.. Liepmann and Laufcr tatc 
(referencc ) that Cordes found a valuo of 1l.95 for (J. Licp-
mann and Laufer found that for their jet, whioh had a freo-
stream velocity of 59 feet pel' econd , the value of u wa 12.0. 
The e values are to be compared with the re ult of the pre -
ent measurement , which givc a value of 15 for u for a jet of 
1\lach number 1.6. Because (J is a mea uro of the rate of 
sproad of the mixing region, the mixing region of the pre cn t 
super onic jet sproads Ie s rapi eUy than that of incompressiblo 
jet . Tho rate of . pread of the out ido boundary is J 7{s thaL 
of incompl'cs ible jets . The ratio of the rate of spread of Lhe 
inside boundary is oven les , as is shown by th o fa ct that in 
figure 17 the in ide boundary lie at a smaller value of uy/x 
Lhan the theoretical. 
In the theory of the incompres ible jet. , it ha been custom-
ary to assume that the value of the "mixing length" i con-
stan t acro the mL'\ing zone and that the valu e of the mixing 
length l i proportional to the dis tance from the nozzle, 
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The co nstant oJ proportionality c ·./1/2u3. For the sub-
onic jct , with u= 12, the proportionality constant c has the 
value of 0 .017. For tII C upersonic jet, with u= 15 , the value 
of c i 0.012. By the u e of thc ho t-wirc mcthod, Li pmann 
and Lau fcl' havc shown that tho mixing lrngth is not con tant 
acl'os th e mi.; -ing zone. If u is taken, notwi th tanding this 
fact, to bo a moasul'O of tho amoun t of turbulencc, thon the 
prc en t mea urcment show that th c mixin O' region of a UP0l'-
onic jet is less turbulent than tho mixing r eg ion of a low-
speod jot. 
Figme 17 shows that the velocity eli tribution at th o vari-
ous CI'O soction are imilar. Tho figure al 0 how that the 
How in tho mL'(ing zono is tmbulont, becau 0 tho rate of 
spread i lin oar, in agreoment with thoory, as comparod to 
laminar How in which tho Tato of sproad i a function of tbe 
Rcynold number based on the x-coordinato. 
F igures 15 and 17 how density and volocity di tribu tion , 
r c pectively, a t oven cros ections. The e cro ocLions lio 
betweon 2 and 7H inches downstr am from tho nozzle. In-
terfel'ogn l.ms of the region from 7}f to 10 inche down tream 
were also taken and don ity and velocity distribution wero 
ob tained. Thcso dis tribu tions \\"01'0 very imilar to tho c 
sho vn infigur s 15 and ] 7. The di tribu tions 0 obtained, 
however , at these di tance from the nozzle are no t ncce sarily 
2 3 4 5 6 
l"I GUnE Ji.- \ ·ariation of \'clociLy ra tio through mix ing region. 0' = 1.; . 
I 
I 
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accurate. At 10 inche , the path length of the lighL tlu'ollgh 
the mL'Xing region on th two ide of the jet is about 3 inche . 
Th e effect. of thi on the resulL was reduced by the method 
de cl'ibed in tho ection entitled "Evaluation of D ensity 
Ficld." When Lhe effect is large, however, it is not cer tain 
that Lhe method of correcting i at all accUTato. For that 
rca on no 1'e l!lt arc shown in the present report for eli Lane 
greater Lhan 7}~ inches from th nozzle. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
It has been found that, for the free uper onic jet of Mach 
number 1.6, 
1. Den ity e1istribu Lion through the mL'{ing region were 
similar Lo each other at the cross sections investigated. 
2. V clocity di tribuLion through thc mixing region were 
imilul' to each othor at the 1'OS ections investigated and 
were similar Lo Tollmien's theoretical velocity clistribuLionin 
the ubsonic portion of the mixing region. 
3. The tUTbulence in the mLxing region was les than that 
for incompressible jet. 
4. The rates of pl'ead of the mixing region, both into the 
jet and into the ambient ail', we1'C Ie s Lhan those of lllcom-
pre ible jets. 
LA GLEY AERONA TICAL LABORATORY , 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERO A TIC , 
LAr GLEY AIR FORCE BA E, VA., JanUa7'Y 21,1949. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL ______________ Y N ormaL _____________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0,= qbS Om= flCS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 
Z Yawing _______ 
N 
O"=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
y---+Z RolL ____ ___ 4> u P 
Z---+X Pitch. _______ IJ v , 
X~Y Yaw _______ if! to r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
P 
plD 
V' 
V. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= ;D4 
pn 
Torq1!e, absolute coefficient OQ= ~n~ 
pn l..r 
p 
O. 
TJ 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= ;nl\ 
pnLF 
5/ VIi 
Speed-power coefficient=-V ~nJ 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2!:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-Iblsec 
1 metric horsepower= O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps 
1 mps=2.2369 mph 
1 Ib=0.4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 lb 
1 mi=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
